Vehicle care „ pro“ + vehicle care „master“
COATING application
1.
2.
3.
4.
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application only with a rotating polishing machine
do not apply at temperatures beyond 5°C and + 30°C, not in the sun or rain
pay attention to use clean (new) polishing pads
car has to be completely clean and dry
by using polishing machine, do press normal and not to strong
do the application in circular (8) movements, then wait 10 minutes
then you use another clean pad and „polish the film away“ to get a smooth
and shiny surface. Then you can polish again with a smooth towel to have a
shiny and regular surface and to take away rests of the remaining „powder“
8. for information: you will use about 50-80 ml per normal car (Golf, Mercedes A,
Audi A3)
9. the professional vehicle care nano coating will be hardened after ½ h but
wait 1 h before exposure to rain and dirt
10. For a perfect effect, you now coat the ceracoated surface with „Ceracoat
master coat“ (application like vehicle care, by hand or machine)

CERACOAT Vehicle Care Professional
Is a machine micro-polishing device for the
effortless and permanent removal of polishing
veils, holograms and light scratches. Due to the
use of special, homogeneous cleaning
ingredients and ceramic materials, a brilliant
and durable high gloss finish is produced even
on dark and other sensitive shades under
extreme light conditions. The coating is very
productive and can be easily applied without
any polishing rests or residues.
Ceracoat vehicle care PRO eliminates
scratches, coats the surface to a maximum
gloss and protects it for a very long time.
Grinding degree: 3,5
Degree of gloss: 100 GU
Dilution: None
Application quantity: For polishing and coating
respectively approx. 10 grams per square
meter
Curing / Drying: Approx. 1 hour

Pro

Storage and shelf life: Bottles, cans or canisters:
Storage temperature: + 5 °C to + 40 ° C,
protect from direct sunlight and frost, store well
closed in the original container.

Shelf live 2 years

PRO

